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Touch.My.Prints. is an online publication aimed at the promotion of 
artists and ideas dealing with new media and photographic theory. 
T.M.P. is a publication project where I am promoting works I feel 
deserve consideration. As an artist I am interested in the future of art 
making. Specifically, as a photographer, I am interested in how I can 
help to push the photographic community forward. 
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+

Touch.My.Prints ISSUE04 STI//_/IFES showcases the work of Robert 
Ladislas Derr, Lisa Talbot, Anna Pinkas, Sage Lewis, Katherine Trimble, 
and Katrina Stamatopouls. ISSUE04 STI//_/IFES contains a variety of 
approaches and subjects discussed using photographic still lifes. 


Photographic techniques have a special relationship with still lifes. 
Photography has a unique way of collapsing 3-dimensional space. 
While working in a studio setting photographers can have the control 
of a painter with color, form, light, composition, etc. The photographer 
truly creates the image instead of waiting for the image to occur. Yet, 
there is still so much serendipity within the following works. I hope you 
enjoy ISSUE04 STI//_/IFES.   



In My Shoes 

+

Robert Ladislas Derr

In My Shoes: Urbana Illinois, Color Digital Print, 2011

     Incorporating performance, video, and photography, In My Shoes puts me at the 
center of an existential dilemma of wearing community members’ shoes associated 
with a memorable moment. With the video cameras, I return to the location of the 
memory to film my gait in the shoes as I recite the account, blurring the boundary 
between the other and me. 


     The city is the stage for this performance. The old adage, "walk a mile in my 
shoes," compels me to embark on this dilemma, metaphorically experiencing a 
different perspective, which in turn, meets the installation viewers with an awry 
expatiation of memories. Projected onto the ground, the resulting video of the shoes 
and recited memories reverberates the original performance. 


     In addition to the video, I photograph each pair of shoes. Each photograph 
becomes a marker, or even a sort of diary of the other who allowed me to walk in his 
or her shoes, and quotes the owner’s memorable moment in the shoes.
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In My Shoes 

+

Robert Ladislas Derr

In My Shoes: Dublin, Ireland, Color Digital Print, 2012
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In My Shoes 

+

Robert Ladislas Derr

In My Shoes: Turku, Finland, Color Digital Print, 2009
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The Depths

+

Lisa Talbot

The Depths #4, 2012, Digital Photograph 

     Through the ever changing nature of my sets, I capture the essence of an 
endless life cycle, through the static nature of photography, I preserve the moments 
of time that create impact in that cycle those times when for better or worse our 
lives are indelibly changed by forces outside (or inside) ourselves.


     The meaning in my work is in the doing of it. Just like my pieces themselves, my 
approach and its results have transformed over time. The pieces I build, using 
discarded detritus, become part of me for their lifespan. My photographs are a 
record of their evolution and devolution how within the set objects come together 
with others, move together for a time transforming each other and then separate to 
travel their own path. Rather than creating an environment, taking a photograph and 
then clearing it away so that the photograph captures the end of a life, my 
photographs are simply milestone markers. I add to and withdraw from the 
landscape of a set whenever it speaks to me allowing for creation and destruction 
to happen as it will and for patterns of intention to emerge. I observe the process 
over time; watching the scene as it breaks down and is built anew in completely 
different materials.


     The light, composition and perspective of the photograph support issues such 
as life, death, destruction, pollution, alienation, health and psychological disease. 
Through creating these memento mori, I am able to communicate the fleeting 
beauty of life. 

http://www.lisatalbot.com/
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The Depths

+

Lisa Talbot

The Depths #12, 2013, Chromogenic Print
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The Depths

+

Lisa Talbot

The Depths #20, 2014, Digital Print

The Depths # 19, 2014, Chromogenic Print
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Condition: Used

+

Anna Pinkas

Condition: Used, 2014, Digital Photograph

     The pieces of furniture comprising the uncanny miniatures portrayed in 
Condition:Used are paper replicas of items for sale on eBay: The web listings’ 
images were transformed into printable/foldable paper templates, and assembled to 
form intricate scenes. 


     Buying and selling platforms such as eBay are treasure troves of furniture and 
trinkets that make up our private dwellings. These items for sale online occupy an 
interstitial space in several ways: between owners, between physical and digital, 
and between personal and public. Condition:Used extends this liminal state by 
capturing these tables, chairs, lamps and carpets during their short sojourn online, 
transforming them into tangible objects.
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Condition: Used

+

Anna Pinkas

Condition: Used, 2014, Digital Photograph
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Anna Pinkas

Condition: Used, 2014, Digital Photograph
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Condition: Used

+

Anna Pinkas

Condition: Used, 2014, Digital Collage, Printable / Foldable Paper Templates
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+

Anna Pinkas

Condition: Used, 2014, Digital Collage, Printable / Foldable Paper Templates
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Sage Lewis

+

Conjuncture, 2013, Paper Negative, 5 x 4 in

     The still life subjects pictured in these works are carbon paper sculptures. 
Loosely based on architecture, I designed and constructed the geometric forms, the 
largest being about five feet, before crushing them in a printmaking press. My ruled 
and scored lines became crisscrossed with the irregular, jagged creases from the 
hollow form collapsing on itself. Pulling the flattened forms back into three 
dimensions produced compelling subjects to photograph in various black-and-white 
processes. I sought to create images where the shapes of shadows and light would 
be spatially convincing in both positive and negative versions. Within these 
structures I saw both architecture and ruins. 

http://www.sagelewis.net/


Sage Lewis

+

Escalate, 2013, Paper Negative, 5 x 4 in

http://www.sagelewis.net/


Sage Lewis

+

Tract, 2013, Paper Negative, 5 x 4 in

http://www.sagelewis.net/


Sage Lewis

+

Sliver, 2013, Silver Gelatin Contact Print using Paper Negative, 14 x 11 in

http://www.sagelewis.net/


Sage Lewis

+

Entail, 2013, Silver Gelatin Contact Print using Paper Negative, 14 x 11 in

http://www.sagelewis.net/


Hair, Oil and Water

+

Katherine Trimble

Hair, Oil and Water #2, 2015, Digital Photograph

     I like being reminded that life exists at all possible scales; that there is endless 
complexity to be observed from any given perspective.


     In my micro studio, I introduce familiar materials to each other and use the macro 
lens to watch them interact. Their interactions become the stage and the narrative 
that plays out on it. The scenarios are at once highly controlled and impossible to 
control, as the subjects abide by their own physics of space and fat fingers of the 
observer can radically alter the scene.


     This series combines cooking oil, water and hair. After being stirred up, the 
materials always attempt to find stasis—the whole scene works busily to find the 
way it feels most comfortable. Long exposures reveal this motion.

http://katherinetrimble.com/
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Hair, Oil and Water

+

Katherine Trimble

Hair, Oil and Water #4, 2015, Digital Photograph
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Hair, Oil and Water

+

Katherine Trimble

Hair, Oil and Water #5, 2015, Digital Photograph
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True In My Fictional World 

+

Katrina Stamatopoulos

Artifice Mirror Nature 2015, Scanography/ Digital Collage

     Mermaids exist at the nexus of mythology and popular culture. Legendary aquatic 
creatures, these human-animal hybrids participate to a broader mythological scheme 
that subsists as expressions for understanding general psychological, cultural or 
societal truths. 


True In My Fictional World defies the conflict between rational and imagined through 
exploring water environments. As an impossible existence for human beings, they 
remain unfamiliar and fantasized. With the impossibility of deciphering what lies in 
the depths, the liquid world and its real or dreamt inhabitants are sources of fears 
and fascinations.

http://katrinastamatopoulos.net/
http://www.apple.com


+

True In My Fictional World 
Katrina Stamatopoulos

Hooker Girl 2015, Scanography/ Digital Collage

http://katrinastamatopoulos.net/
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+

Mermaid 2015, Scanography/ Digital Collage

True In My Fictional World 
Katrina Stamatopoulos

http://katrinastamatopoulos.net/
http://www.apple.com
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